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BEST PRACTICE (1)
Topic: Girl motivation: Safe and secure environment .

By educating a man, only a man can be educated however educating a woman, whole country
can be educated. Lack of women education weakens the powerful part of the society.

Goal: Women in Chhattisgarh are today at the crossroads of history. They have a strong presence
in the traditional economic life of the state, but the question is will this presence be maintained in
the years to come? It is extremely important to try to preserve the economic spaces that exist.
Context: - Our development policies too often in the past have given priority to male selective
training and advancement opportunities. This must change if the women of Chhattisgarh are to
maintain their prescience in the public life of the new state. Although as we know that
Chhattisgarhi male authority and dominance are quite clearly to be seen in social and cultural
life. Women lack political representation in traditional social decision making structures and are
not sufficiently integrated in the decision making mechanisms at community level. In order to be
more confident and elf motivated Our Institution thought to motivate the girl learners more for
the better future. This area, the second ecological zone consisted of the Chhattisgarh Plains in
Southern Bilaspur, Raipur, Durg, Rajnandgaon and Raigarh, forming the Mahanadi Basin was
also the known as the rice bowl of Central India. It is particularly rich in indigenous varieties of
rice and methods of harvesting water. Apart from this the region also has iron ore, bauxite,
limestone, asbestos, and is also known for Kosa silk.
Practices :Women lack political representation in traditional social decision making structures
and are not sufficiently integrated in the decision making mechanisms at community level. We
have a good number of girl enrollments in our college of the girls. Inorder to provide them the
needed safety and security with the better future we organized few programmes:

1) Awareness programme: 05/10/2018 was scheduled to have an awareness and
counseling programme for the girls. Girl’s education is like sowing the seed to raise the
green plant of a charming full grown family which bears fruits. Today’s girl child will be
the mother of tomorrow. As citizens of democratic India women have equal right for
education. Here Girl’s education should not mean cramming few books, memorizing
some typical numerical problems but, it should mean in terms of providing ample
opportunities to girls in involving the system. It is not only just a providing opportunity
but a due right of girl to be educated. Girl’s education stimulates educational
consciousness & civic sense. Educating adolescent girls may perhaps be the only way to
put an end to the seemingly never-ending cycle of issues like dropout, low attendance,
and low age of marriage and low status of women. Specific inputs are necessary to
enhance their self-esteem and self-confidence to familiarize them with the status and
problems related to women. Equally, discussion and orientation on health, hygiene,
menstruation and related physiological knowledge which are not being covered as part of
the regular curriculum, help students to explore a universe beyond their textbooks.
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2) Women harassment and the awareness of their legal rights : The awareness
programme was scheduled to be on 14/12/2018 . The main speaker was Madam Neetu
Agarwal CMO Nagar Palika Kharsia. She focused her talk mainly on the different kinds
of Harassment and its prevention legal rights procedure.

3) Lions Club Kharsia provided a Sanitary pad machine for the girls on 7/1/2019 . They
also declared that they will be giving a medal and cash reward to the 2 -2 girl toppers in
UG & PG any final  year student.

4) Women harassment and awareness workshop was organized in the institute on
31/01/2019. The police department organized women protection talk in the institute and
also focused on their carrer guidance for the post ‘SI’.
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BEST PRACTICE (2)

Topic: Awareness of the young generation towards voting.

Goal: Under the sweep the younger generation aware of voting to spread awareness about the
necessity of voting and to encourage young generation towards the voting rights. Also to
increase the effective participation in the electoral process among voters.
The Context:-
• The main objective of election commission is to increase the enrolments of voters, especially
the eligible ones.
• In 2011, ECI initiated a practice to celebrate the “Voter” on its foundation day,25th January by
celebrating it as National Voters Day.
• The main aim is to give the younger generation a sense of responsible citizenship and to
encourage them to exercise their new franchise.
The Practice:     • Hand made posters were hoisted on the subject “Voting”
• College students facilitate inclusion of voter education among themselves through different co-
curricular activities such as poster competitions, essay competition, Slogan writing, Quiz,
Debate, rangoli etc.
• Slogans were written by students on the walls of colleges to bring voting awareness.
• Students performed a play on voting Rights to bring awareness among students.
• Voting awareness slogans were posted in social media.
 Demonstration of EVM and also presented a thermocol based modal of EVM..
Evidence of Success - 100 Students who have competed their 18 years of age have registered
their names in voter list.Problems encountered and resources required - It was observed that
young girls who have completed 18 years of age had lower participation in earlier elections. To
overcome the youth disconnection with the electoral process was one of the focuses of SVEEP
(systematic Voters Education and electoral process) programme. The resources were made
available by college teaching and non-teaching staff.
Sveep programmes done by the incharge
1)Workshop for new voters (16 Aug 2018)
2) Awaj Jaruri Hai (18 Aug 2018)
2)Voters Awareness Debate (21 Aug 2018)
3)Slogan Writing ((21 Aug 2018)
4)Prashna Manch (27 Aug 2018)
5)Rangoli (28 Aug 2018)
6)Essay Writing (29 Aug 2018)
7)Dramma (07 Sep 2018)
8)Rally(14 Sep 2018)
9)Paricharcha:
10)Wall Painting(8 Oct 2018).
11)CG prerak geet:(18 sept.2018)
12)National Voters ‘ day oath:25 Jan . 2019
13) Demonstration of EVM and also presented a thermocol based modal of EVM.
NCC unit also organized a Voters Awareness Rally on 30 Oct 2018 at the nearest village Bamhanpali.
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